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Tho principle of the differential leak detector is explained.
With a differential Pirmi gauge detector located on the backing
side of a diffusin pump., where the average pressure was 15 microns
Hg.p, the "n,,isu level" of -ressurc fluctuations registered by the
galvancmter in th o tI.t;ctjr control circuit wJas seven tircs less
than that registered by a single rirani gauge. The mini.m air
prmasure changu which could be detected by the differential
arrangcr.nt ws i0" 5r.. jig., With the optimua leak hunting con-
tIiti-ns emloye,-d here, this corresponds to a look on the high
vacuum side of about 10-3 lusees.
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1*Introduction

The sensitivity of a single Prani gauge as a leak
detector in a continuously evacuated system is limited by the
presence of a "noise level" due to pressure fluctuations
superimposed on the mean gas pressure in the system. The
applitudo of these fluctuations may be from 1Co to 30j of the
mean pressure. As a means of ovorouming this limitation
Jacobs and Zuhr (Reference 1) euggeted that a difforential
Pirani grxuge look doteoctor could be used. The expernmonts
described below were oarried out in order to explore the
possibilities .of this type of leak detector.

2. ~rinciple of thu Differential Leak Detector

Two Pirani gauges with identical characteristics have
their filaments connected in adjacent arms of a Wheatstone
bridge which is balanced. If the two gauges are connected
to th- sam, point in a vacuum system, ressure fluctuations
in the system till affect each gauge equally and the bridge
will remain balanced. Further, if a refrigerated trap is
interposed between the vacuum system and one of the gauges,
then when a leak is probed with a condensable vapour, the
latter will only be able *o make its way into the untrapped
gauge and there will be a differential change in the indication
of the two gauges.

A suitable condensible probe gas mist have a vapour pressure
of about I atmosphere at room temperature and a negligible
vapour pressure at the temperature of the refrigerated trap.
There are several vapours which fulfil these requirements but
they suffer frcm the disadvantage of either being toxic or
producing an explosive mixture in the atmosphere. With these
objections in mind it was suggested by Blears (Reference 2)
that rather than use a condensable probe gas it might be
possible to use a gas which could be chemically absorbed by a
suitable substance placed inside the vacuum system. Carbon
dioxide has a vapour pressure of more than one atmosphere at
room temperature and is readily absorbed by soda lime, which
has a vapour pressure lcw enough to permit it being used in a
high vacuum system.

In the experiments reported here, carbon dioxide was used
as the probe gas and "Cazbosorb" (soda lime) as the absorbent.

3. A artil

()Vacuum&te _

The differential Pirani gauge detector is shown in
Figare I The bodly was made from two A.E.R.E. standard
I" right angle vacuum unions and one *" vacuum tee-piece.
The right angle union which held the "untrapped" gauge was
soft soldered to the tee-piece while the other riet angle
union which fitted the "trapped" gauge was made demountable
so that it could be conveniently recharged with soda limo
if necessary. The body of this second right angle union
was filled vrth soda lime granules (14 to 20 mash) which
were maintained in position by pieces of wire gause.

The complete vacuum system is shown in Figur 2.
The leak detector was teed into the line between two oil
diffusion pumps ('etrovac" type 03B and 02) and a single
Pirani gauge for absolute pressure measurement was also
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connected into this line. The backing space volumo
i.e. thu vulume from the top jet of the 03B pump to the
top jet of the 02 pump, was estimated at one litre so
that for optimm leck hunting conditions the affective
pumping speed at the leak detector should be 0.1 litras/
second (Reference 3). In order to reduce the speed
to this value, a suitable length of 41rm copper tuba
was connected betven the 02 pump and the lak detector.
The high vacuum side of the system consisted of a 10 litre
capacity vessel and a noodle valve by utans of which various
loaks could be set.

(2) Control circuit

The circuit diagra is given in Figure 3. From a
batch. vf tw lvu Mtrpolitan-Viekers Pirani gauges which
had been individually c-librated against a MoLeod gauge,
the two vith the must ncarly identical characteristics
we- chosen to form the luak detector. Their filaments,
marked Pirpni A and Pirani B in Figure 3, were connected
in adjacent arms of a Wheatstone bridge as shown. Pirani
B was known to be the rore sensitive of the two and was
therefore shunted by a 150 ohm fixed resistor and a 5K.ohm
potentiotA r RI. By suitable adjustment of RI, the
sensitivity of the two gauges could be made equal. One
of the two fixed arms of the bridge was also shunted as
shovmn so that by adjustment of R2, the resistances of
these ti o 'rma could be made equal, For a given setting
of RI, the bridge could be balanced by means of R3.
A 6 volt baLtury connected across the bridge provided a
steady volt)gc. Out-of-balance current was indicated
by a Cambrid-c spot galvanometer (450 ohms resistance) to
which was c nnected a universal shunt.

4. prmeta Proc -dure

The two Pirani gauges A and B were matched as follows.
With a negligible pressure (less than 10-4 mm. Hg.) at
the detector -ml with Rl at its maximum value, the bridge
was balanced by aeans of R3. The needle valve on the high
vacuum side was opened until a steady pressure of 10 microns
Hg. (measured by Pirani C) was obtained 'it the detector.
The resultant leflection of the galvanometer was reduced
by adjustment of RI. The apparatus was again pumped down
tO"zero" pressure when it was found, of course, that the
bridge was no longer balanced owing to the change in RI.
An approximate balance was again obtained by mrns of RS.
A pressure of 10 microns Hg. was again sut and RI adjusted
to obtain an approximate balance. By repeating this
procedure of successive approximations several times, the
gauges were finally matched so that the pressure rise of
10 uicrons Hg. resulted in a 1 cm. deflection on the galvano-
aeter (ithout shunt). This was the best that could be
achieve*d

(2) Pressure fluctuations

With both diffusion pumps in operation and the needle
valve edjusted so that a pressure of 15 microns Hg. was
obtained at the detector, the reading of the galvanometer
was observed at 5 second intervals over a period of 5 minutes.
The tesults are plott-'d in Figure 4 (loier cave).
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By noaeuring tht. voltage across it and the current
throgh it, the resistance of Pirani A was found to be
148 ohms* It was then r.-!-.cd by a 150 ohms fixed
rosiatanoe ani pressure fluctuations were observed as
beforo Thcs nro sls plot.ed in Figure 4. (upper curve).
Still -iti. only on ri- -i gsugo in the cirtuit, the
galvanc.ictor wns replaced by a milliet, r of known
intornal resbitrnceo nd th- out-of-balano- current -or a
pressure rise f rom zerv to "5 microns Hg. was observed.
Knowing the resistances of the arms of the bridge it was
then possiblc to balcultte the sensitivity of the galvano-
meter in torns f prussuro. (The. method used is describ :
in Rtffrncu 4).

It was f'ou 1 that, W th a single gaugt in circuit, a
lr 5 rr Hg. pressure change , r.,Iuoed a galvan zvter deflectin
of 0.6 c~as.

(3) S tnsitivjt ,f leak detector

; pr lzmxnnry xperiment was carried out to correlate
leakage rct. throuh the nee Tlc valve with resultant pressure
rise on the hign vacuum side and n the backing side of the
03B diffusi n Purp. j, three-way tar was sec lec. to the
needle voIvJ. One "nlct of the tap was op-n to the atros-
phore while the otc, ias joined to a I c.c. bur tte mounted
verti.allV, with its lwver end dipping 'nto a be.ker of
tetra n (totra-cdron phthalena). With t te tap cpcn to
atmosphere a su'tabl. leak Was set b; ma-ns of th. needle
valve an when condit"ons were steady the p.essure rise
cause1 by he loEk on .-he high vacuun sie of the 03B pump
was .easur@' by .ans of an ionisation gauge and on the
backing a e by )cans of Pirana C. Th, three-wey tap was
then turns so that the burette -cnunicated with the
vacuum system, and the time requ red for I c.c. of air to
be dasplac d by thL rising colum of tctrlan was measured.
This enabled thc leak - tte (in lusecs) t be calculated.
From the rosults two curies wqere drawn, one (Figure 5) of
leak rote against high vacuum sidt. pressure rise and the
other (Figure 6) of backing sift pressure rise against high
vacuum siae proesure rise*

The three-icy tap w a n -w r-nved from the apparatuse
The nee lie valve was edjusted to give a suitable rise in
the rev ting of the icn gauge. From Figures 5 and 6 it was
then possible to r-ad off the corzesponding leak rate and
backing side pressure zise. The reading of the galvanometer
in th- differ ntial Przran bridge circuit was noted. A
rubber tube leading from a cerbor dioxide cylinder was then
connect.d t the needle val e so th t the inluaking air was
replaced by CO2 . The change in ga vanomter deflection was
observed. By repeating th's process "or various leak rates
md plctting the results it was possible to determine the
mininam detectable values f letk rate, high vacuum side

pressure chan c and pressure change at the leAk detector on
the backing ide.

5 Rt,"sulta

( Pressun_ fluctuations

The results plotted in Figure 4 show that at an average
pressure ca 15 microns Hg. the aximn pressure fluctuation
registerec by the galvanometer in any puriod of one minute
is 3.4 x 1-O mr. Hg. with a single I rani gauge and 5.0 x 10-6
Mi. Hg. with the differential arrangement. This implies
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that the use of the differential leak detutor results
in a 7 - fold reduction in "noise level" so that the
minwm=u detectable pressure change will be 7 times loss
than with a single gauge, at this average pressure.

The advantago of the differential method over the
single Pirani gauge look detector becomes less apparent
as the mean pressure is reduced, since the fluctuations
will reach a limit vwhich is imposed by inherent instabilities
(mechanical, thermal and electrical) in the gauges themselves
and in their control circuits. However, a detector located
on the backing side of a diffusion pimy works well above
this limiting region.

(2) Mininir. (loecable pressure change

In the region of the optimum working pressure of the

leak detector the background pressure fluctuations are of
the order of 5 x 10-6 mnn Hg. It is fairly safe to soy,
therefore, that a galvanometer deflection corresponding
tc an air pressure rise of iO"mm Hg. (twice the noise
level) can be detected with certaintry This corresponds
to a prcssur rise of about 3 x 10-"fhg Hig. on the high
vacuum side of the apparatus and to a leak of about 9 x 10"4
lusecs cr 0.09 clusecos. It is pointed out elsewhere
(Reference 3) that the nininm leak detectable in any
apparatus depends on the volume of the apparatus and the
seed of the punapas Thu above figure of 0.09 clusecs is
therefcre peculiar to the apparatus used here, where optimum
leak hunting conditions uere employed# The important
property of the differential Pirani gauge leak detector is
that at a working pressure of 15 nicrons Hg. it can detect
an air pressure change of l0"'umr. :Vg. (This agrees fairly
well with Blears' value of 5 x 10- w. Hg. at a working
pressure of 10 ricrons Hg., quoted in Table I, Reference 3).

6. Conclusions

The 7-fold reluction in background pressure fluctuations
which results fron the use of a differential Pirani gauge leak

detector instead of a single gauge at a wrking pressure of 15
microns Hg. mans that, under similar conditions, the mLniu
leak detectable by the differential mthod is 7 times smaller
than ith a single gauge.

Since the cktector 'works in the 10 micron pressure region
it can be locatel on the backing side of the main diffusion pump.
,,tere the pressure change du to a given leak is many times
greater (usually not less than tventy, depending on the apparatus)
than on the high vacuum side.
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